4 February 2019

To the Family of Skye,

As a wrap up to the Bias Busting Exhibit, please find the enclosed self-evaluation. We have also added our comments and marks in green pen. The multi-dimensional nature of the project demanded a lot of the students and, at times, proved to be challenging. We feel the event was a success. The students learned about their topics and about themselves. The evaluation serves as a reminder of how reflection helps us note the gains made and identify future ways to improve.

Before this project, Skye had told me that they “didn’t read” -- and then proceeded to read a book about the queer identity and history. Clearly, the issue resonated deeply with Skye’s on values and interests. They used this project as a jumping off point to learn more about the issues they care about. I would encourage Skye to keep reading and learning to develop a holistic picture of queer identify and history beyond the factoids they presented in their exhibit. I would also encourage Skye to be deliberate about managing their independent work time; they needed frequent redirection when left to their own devices. We love Skye’s free spirit and spark. It will be so exciting to see how Skye applies their energy and intellect to other projects.
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